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Merriam Webster defined field as region or space in which a given effect (such as magnetism) exists. Love is a field whose properties are magnetic in nature. The field exist in the heart and consciously drawn from within to create effect on human and environment. Love exerts influence through giving. At any given point, it exhibits strong desire to make things better through interdependence and conscious effort.

Humanity will always be attracted to love expressions. Imagine a heart filled with love, it will attract, conquer all things and can change the world for better. When I close my eyes and take a deep breath in love, I feel different. I feel empowered. Is at that moment I realize love interconnects with forgiveness, empathy, kindness, selflessness to form a strong giant magnet which pulls humanity together; despite race, age and affluence.

The super strong properties of love, creates the eagerness to provide solutions to the top 10 humanity’s problems - Energy, Water, Food, Poverty, Environment, Democracy, Terrorism and Wars, Disease, Education and Population. The universe we live in, crave for change and will become safer place when LOVE FIELD becomes unconditional and borderless. Only when WE come together in oneness and draw from the love field which begins from a soul - ME.